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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
This paper was an attempt to show teachers and educators the characteristics of reading readiness programs of
use in various kindergartens.

It reflected the acceptance

of the kindergarten program as a means of developing readiness for school in the child's transitional experience
through the grades.
The first part showed the justification for such a
study as well as definitions of terms used.

The second

section included related literature and a review of research
on readiness programs in the United States.

The third phase

was concerned with what one kindergarten had already done in
readiness.

The last part gave a summary, results of the

study, and conclusion.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

Many significant studies

of reading readiness were under way at the direction of
private, public, or federal funds, thus focusing attention
on kindergarten and pre-kindergarten readiness.
Because of this, many parents, teachers, and administrators showed keen interest in the possibilities of educating youngsters at the kindergarten and pre-kindergarten age.
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It was therefore felt that a study of this kind would be
pertinent.

Specifically, many persons wanted their five-year-

olds to attend kindergarten in Chelan, Washington.

This

attitude was reflected elsewhere and it was decided to make
a study of kindergarten programs and their relationships to
the program in Chelan.

It was decided to investigate appro-

priate materials and readiness programs related to readiness
in the pre-school, and to show its relevance to the interested parties in Chelan.

At this same time the President's

Community Action Program was concerned about the readiness
program in the education of the educationally disadvantaged
child and he was appropriating funds to help finance a program to this end.

Also, since there was much emphasis on

Montessori and other beginning school philosophies, it was
decided that this study would be valid.

II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Kindergarten or pre-school.

"A school for young

children in their fifth year of life.

It was based and

conducted specifically on the theory that education should
be begun by cultivating the normal aptitude for exercise,
play, observation, imitation, and construction, and emphasizing the necessity of social training"
Program.

(73).

The program meant the activities, actions,

and purposes of kindergarten and pre-kindergarten education.
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"The instructional program is significant only as it includes
activities and attitudes of children which are aimed toward
developing boys and girls in desirable directions" (69).
General readiness.

Readiness for learning was a com-

pound of many variable factors.

Some of them were muscular

coordination, physical health, hearing, eye-sight, intelligence, emotional adjustment, and language background.

A

child may possess all of these except language background,
but until he has gained that broad experience with the Engligh language, he can easily be misjudged as far less
intelligent than is justified (41).

Another source lists

traits associated with readiness as:

mental maturity, lin-

guistic maturity, curiosity concerning books and stories,
experiential background, social and emotional adjustment,
sensory acuity, and manual competence.

Again it is asserted

that no one of these traits alone constitutes readiness, but
all of them characterize the child who should learn easily
and happily at school (29).
Reading.

"Reading was a process of getting meaning

from printed word symbols" instead of "merely a process of
making conventional noises associated with these symbols"

(28).

Reading, as an interest but not as a skill, was fos-

tered by readiness experience because "Reading is an exact
discipline" (64).

Experience charts were important because
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"Reading is talk written down."
Reading readiness.

(64)

"Readiness for reading is depen-

dent upon a variety of factors:

physical factors, such as

the ability to hear and see well and to speak clearly; mental
factors, such as following sequence of events in stories;
social and emotional factors, such as the ability to work
well with the group; psychological factors, such as acquiring an interest in books and in reading.

The range of

guided classroom activities developing these factors encompasses the entire kindergarten program.

Activities for

stimulating readiness are of value to the degree that they
are related to meaningful experiences in the everyday life
of the child" ( 11).
Montessori.

"In the Montessori classroom a child is

the center of a world in which the 'teacher' plays an almost
impassive role.

The 'teacher' however was a directoress, a

perceiver of the child's needs; the preparer of his environment; the programmer of his materials and lessons.

The

child occupies himself with a series of graded tasks that
he himself chooses; he is guided into wanting to learn" (50).
Educationally disadvantaged.

"All Americans do not

share equally in the fruits of the American dream" (22).
Reissman said of the culturally deprived child that he could
be described by the following interchangeable terms:
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"culturally deprived, deprived, lower class, under privileged,
disadvantaged, and lower socioeconomic group.
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The real need

according to Glatt, "is to recognize th.at each. of us is
deprived or underdeveloped in some ways" (58).

He added th.at

it was important to find the causes of deprivation.
Transitional.

The curriculum guides of various schools

described the transitional experience as those experiences
which made it possible for the child to move with fluidity
and confidence through the various levels of development and
activities from home into the primary grades (11,69).
III.

SUMMARY

This paper was an attempt to explore the qualities of
various kindergarten programs and to find the characteristics
most prevalent and pertinent to a good pre-school program and
to the pre-school program in Chelan.

It was based on the

hypothesis that the development of reading readiness for the
child's transitional experience through the primary grades
should be the foundation for the study.

It was not expected

that research alone could prove or disprove the value of one
program over another, but that research and a review of
literature would be appropriately focused on programs which
seemed to have discovered and utilized activities resulting
in a more balanced and helpful reading readiness program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This part of the paper was concerned with literature
related to the study and a review of research on the readiness program in the United States.

It showed their relation-

ship to be harmoniously and sequentially correlated with the
natural development of the child.

I.

RELATED LITERATURE

''The role of the school in preparing children for
reading begins the first day of school.

At the door on the

very threshold, on the first day, the teacher sets the stage
for the lifetime of the child, guiding him to understand that
'This is the way it has to be'"

(75).

Whatever the school

does with the reading readiness period will be done to guide
each child into being a ''good risk" as a beginning reader.
The school attempts to structure the situation so that each
child will acquire the right combination of abilities, skills,
and attitudes (28).
According to Ethel Vandeberg,
. . . readiness for reading is only one phase of
readiness for language arts. Speaking, listening,
and writing also are given attention as all are
interrelated to a high degree and techniques designed
to further readiness in one area may very well develop
readiness in the other three at the same time. Most
kindergarten programs were centered around experiences
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designed largely for the improvement of readiness
in the language arts and these become essential
activities (71).
She further declared that the most valuable contribution
the kindergarten can make is the development of a favorable
attitude toward the language arts.

Other activities should

never be allowed to assume precedence over those involving
books, conversation, and other language activities.
Avery and Higgins said that there was no definite
period in a young child's life that can be tagged the best
time to begin training.
Basic learning is a very gradual process and the
psychological moment for specific steps varies among
children and can even vary in time sequence in an
individual child. One thing is definite, however:
If certain basic concepts are established before a
child starts kindergarten, he will be much more
successful throughout his school years and, in consequence, throughout his whole life (2).
Maria Montessori based her method of education of the
child on the "principle of freedom in a prepared environment."
Her method was definitely an open system in that it was considered to be "continually growing like a living thing,
growing in depth, richness, and variety."

The fundamentals

of her "prepared environment" were described as based on the
basic ideal that "the child is in a state of continuous and
intense transformation, of both body and mind," and because
of this metamorphosis the child needed freedom to develop
what he needed--a prepared environment in which to develop
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Those who set up the kindergarten program for the
Ellensburg public schools stated:
Our kindergarten program will enable a child to live
his fifth year of life richly and fully. He will have
an opportunity to develop physically, socially, emotionally, and mentally. The kindergarten program can be
termed a readiness program. It prepares the child for
formal academic years ahead by providing a variety of
experiences and activities that will build new skills,
understanding, and attitudes (38).
Then they added, "A future responsible citizen is our
goa1.
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The California State Department of Education Guide
reflected the same attitude as that of the Ellensburg
schools when they focused their goals on citizenship:
The educational program for the young should be
planned to prepare them to take their places in a
democratic society (69).
They also added that the school provided for all aspects
of development--physical, intellectual, and social-emotional-all of which were involved in the complex process of education in their schools.
Denver became the basis for a longitudinal research
study to determine the effectiveness of beginning reading
in the kindergarten.

It was said:

Almost without exception today, children from all
segments of our affluent society have rich experiences
that in the past were limited to a relatively few
individuals. Children today have many educational
experiences provided by the family. They live in a
world of words, seeing them in books, magazines, newspapers, on television, and on signs. Many children
have attended nursery school. Even among the very poor,
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television and all the experiences it presents have
been a part of their lives from their earliest memories.
Firsthand experiences have been provided by trips about
the community, the state, and the nation. All these
experiences have contributed to the development of a
kindergarten-age speaking vocabulary which has been
estimated to contain typically five to ten thousand or
more words . . . . Th.is enriched environment seemed to
affirm that children should be taught to read at
early ages ( 7).
The Nebraska School administrators stated that
It is well to remember that the kindergarten may be
the first place and time that many of the children
have had contact with other children of their age. It
may also be the first time that most of them have had
a series of supervised experiences with a large group
of children . . . or come in contact with children of
other religions, nationalities, races, or social backgrounds . . . . They will certainly need help in adjusting to the general school environment into which they
are suddenly taken (39).
Much provision was made for helping the parents by providing reading material and parent-teacher conferences.

The

Nebraska Program was one of the few schools which gave a
Recommended Daily Program for the success of the kindergarten.
The Seattle Public Schools stated that all children
were important as individuals and therefore worthy of the
best education the school could give.

They said:

The Seattle Public Schools have the responsibility
to provide educational opportunity for every child, one
that will challenge his maximum ability, meet his
individual needs, and at the same time provide essential knowledge that will enable him to accept his full
responsibility in a free democratic society (11).
Such a program would be concerned with and extended to the
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able learner, the exceptional child, the gifted child, and
the slow learner.
Of special interest was Baltimore's Project Help
which was aimed at kindergarten age children but was planned
specifically for those who, because of their location in
depressed areas, were educationally disadvantaged in that
they could not attend kindergartens which were open to them
in the public schools.

This project was financed by the

Baltimore Public Schools and the Ford Foundation in 1962-65.
The valid evaluation of this program had not yet been fully
reported.
The immediate goals of the program were to help four
and five year olds overcome academic handicaps which otherwise confront them on entrance to elementary school, and to
determine the learning experiences needed to overcome limitations imposed by the environments of depressed areas.
The ultimate goals were:

(1) Development of communi-

cation skills, (2) ability to think quantitatively, (3)
esthetic values through art, music, and literature, (4)
good health habits and furthering physical development,

(5) understanding of self and a wholesome self-concept, and

(6) awareness and understanding of the environment.
Great import was placed on sensory perception to
improve the quality of experience because this also improves
the ability of the individual to utilize more fully the
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sensory avenues of learning.

Stress was placed on frequency

and continuity of experience in order to reinforce desired
habits.

Included in this project was the training of par-

ents to become "school oriented" so as to insure the regular
attendance of the child at school and physical care of the
child at home as well as a concern for his needs.

Maturity

profiles, check-lists, anecdotal records, teacher-made tests,
and samples of children's work were being used to make
evaluation of Project Help

(57).

An acceptable program for kindergarten was developed
through extensive and intensive cooperation of the County
Board of Education, kindergarten teachers, the principal,
curriculum directors

and professional consultants, and

others in the field of education

(45).

The role of parents,

administrators, and the teacher were of prime importance
because they determined the atmosphere and environment
which would adequately meet the needs of the children.
According to the Seattle Public Schools,
The primary function of a program is to promote
the most effective utilization of time available.
An adequate schedule establishes a definite framework
to guide the teacher in planning, yet provides flexibility within stipulated blocks of time to give freedom and support to skillful instruction . . . . There
must be time for developing logically arranged sequences
of activities. There must be balance in the school day
and responsiveness to personalities, initiative, and
creativeness of pupils and teachers . . . . In these
plans, time allotments in each subject would refer to
periods of active, direct instruction in specific
skills. . . . "Correlation" is the only practical way,
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within the limits of the school day, to provide the
application and repetition necessary to fix learnings
required in the tool subjects (11).
Another curriculum guide said,
The content for learning in kindergarten will come
from sources as varied as the many interests and
experiences of the individual children comprising the
class. No prescription can be formed in advance in
any guide for teachers, lest it become a meaningless
group of words. The successful kindergarten teacher
will provide for brief exploration of many subjects
that grow out of the discussion and interaction of
children in the classroom . . . . In the subsequent
sections under learning experiences, much attention,
therefore, is devoted to the concept of readiness,
the major ideas in becoming more efficient in the use
of language, to the many science concepts that these
kindergarten children can explore. Consideration is
also given to concepts to be explored in the areas of
social living, number, play experiences, music, art,
health, and safety (45).
In this paper, research and a review of literature
were focused on various activities which some authorities in
the field of education had designated and utilized as having
resulted in a more balanced and helpful reading readiness
program.
Some of these activities were included in this paper
to show how they related to the program and to indicate the
source from which they came.

The activities mentioned on

the following pages were but a few of many which were found
and utilized to bring about a more valuable program to the
kindergarten.

ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

DESCRIPTION

Sound boxes

Montessori

Auditory discrimination

Cause of sounds

Song:
11
Sound Picnic 11

Schwenker

Auditory and Speech

Repetitive meaningful

Huck

Auditory and Speech

Meaningful sequential

Follow two lines
of cats, ch.art

Avery

Visual efficiency

Left to right

Solid insets

Montessori

Visual discrimination

Fitted via gradation

Pictorial reading

Schwenker

Visualization

Interest span

Sighting

Delacato

Reinforce eye-hand

Real or pretend
telescope

Percolator

Gettman

Visual-hand reinforcement

Dexterity and
reason

Tossing balloons

Gettman

Visual timing

Social game

Swinging ball

Gettman

Visual perception

Left to right
meaningful

Edwards

Vocabulary

Selective language

Concept

Vocabulary

Common sense

Paper sculpture

Schwenker

Following directions

Construction, Fingers

Flying kites

Schwenker

Experiential

Zest and creativity

Dramatic play

Hildreth

Experiential

Puppetry, speech
therapy, fun

Poem:

11

Galoshes 11

Vernacular,
Song :

11

11

tote 11

I Am Me 11

l-'
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ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

DESCRIPTION

Song: "Holidays"

Concept

Experiential

Vicarious recall

Rocks and stones

Schneider

Gaining knowledge

Collections
for
1
' geologists"

Building blocks

Starks

Gaining knowledge

social development

"Happy Birthday"

Heffernan

School discipline

social and courtesy

Moving with music

Wilson

School discipline

Sing and do

"Safety Song"

Lowrey

Self-discipline

I am responsible
for me

Song:

"I Wake Up"

Concept

Health

Self-responsibility
is fun

Poem:

"I Measure"

Concept

Health

Self-responsibility
is fun

Mother Goose

Traditional

Rhythm

Drama, literature,
speech

Our Band

Wilson

Rhythm

Bolts and Nuts

Gettman

Balance

Finger-hand
coordination

Walking beam

Gettman

Balance

Equilibrium

I-'
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CHAPTER III
ACTIVITIES IN THE CHELAN KINDERGARTEN
Two questions were suggested by the preceding chapters
of this paper.

How were these activities and experiences

applied to enrich the reading readiness program of the Chelan
kindergarten?

How did they promote readiness for learning in

the child's transitional education?
The educational philosophy with which the instructional program of the Chelan school district was framed,
placed a high value upon the prudence of beginning the formal
process of education at the age of five.

At all times the

kindergarten received the wholehearted backing of the administration, the principal, and the teachers.

(60)

The program had a realistic approach to readiness in
that it aimed to remove any block to learning, i.e., it
tried to help each individual child find his way over,
around, across, or th.rough~ barriers to learning which.
might have been in his way

(74).

The teacher was continually

testing the quality of education being provided by asking
herself questions about the changed behavior of the children:
Are they healthier?
Have they found better ways of relating themselves
to other children and adults?
Are they able to accept more responsibility for
their own care and behavior?
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Are they understanding more about their physical
world?
Are they understanding more about the world of
science?
Are they able to accept themselves as individuals,
responsible for their actions and decisions?
What do they know of their literary heritage?
What is their musical heritage?

(27)

It was in this way that the readiness process began
and was continued.

It was considered imperative that an

enriched program should emerge from the experiences of the
children and should be something which would give them a
basic understanding of their needs, demands, and the responsibilities of a big world which they did not create but in
which they would have to live.
It was also believed that the readiness program for
children would never be really complete, but it was hoped
that the Chelan kindergarten readiness program would culminate in the child coming into the experience of having
accepted himself as an individual who could emerge more
self-confident, creative, eager to learn, and living a wellbalanced life.

The child would then have emerged from the

infant with a compassion and understanding of others because
he himself had found these same attitudes in the early
period of his development ( 60).
In order to bring about these results, the Chelan
kindergarten included the activities listed on the following
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If used with discrimination and good judgment, the

program would remain flexible and would not become a slave
to timed routine.

sources and purposes of the activities

are included and a brief description follows concerning the
walking beam, drawing a circle, field trips, clouds in the
sky, sink plunger, and the story of Thor.
Walking beam.

Dr. Gettman said that this is an

experience that should not be omitted under any circumstances.
Th~ inter-relatiouship of body side~s emphasized, whiclr~

will contribute to writing and other skills later.
foot coordination is reinforced.

The eye-

Bettleheim asserted that

"all seriously disturbed children are characterized by an
imbalance in motor coordination 11
Draw a circle.

(4).

Recognition of shapes is important

in the relationship of letters and words as symbols to reading.

The magic of knowing how to make a circle by use of

string and chalk or a stick and a rope, is invaluable to the
child in experience and gaining knowledge.

It is also "magic' 1

made into science.
Field trips.

Short field trips to corners of inter-

est on the immediate school grounds were of greatest value
because the things to be specially observed were familiar to
all and the children could then see new things in that which
supposedly was old.
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Clouds in the Sky.
Reader, SURPRISE.

Th.is was in an old Weekly

"The clouds in the sky have the funniest

sh.apes, Of lions and tigers and panthers and apes" (18).
Sink plunger.

Children usually know the suction cup

of a dart or arrow, but are amazed at the power and strength
of a sink plunger which they themselves can place but have
difficulty in displacing.
Thor.

The story of Thor, the thunder god, when

illustrated with colored chalk-pictures on the blackboard,
so fascinated the children that they quickly distinguished
between the consonant sounds of "t" for Tuesday and "th"
for Thursday.

It also enriched their background by giving

them a legend and history which belonged to their own race
and is pertinent to the ever recurring days of the week.

ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

APPLICATION

Song: Five Little
Pumpkins

Scott

Auditory

Sequence-rhythm

Story: Billy
Goats Gruff

Traditional

Auditory

Oral interpretationdrama-safety

Rhyming game

Russell

Auditory

Concepts of meaning

Game:

Russell

Auditory

Discrimination of
sounds-commands

Walking beam

Gettman

Visual

Eye-foot coordination,
balance

Swinging ball

Delacato

Visual

Reinforcement of eye
movement

Magnifying glass

Schneider

Visual

Visualize depth and
detail

Draw a circle

Aasen

Visual

Follow directions,
math

Mix food coloring

Heffernan

Visual

Colors, spectrum,
science

Cloud shapes

Schneider

Visual

Observation, weather,
science

Picture stories

Russell

Visual

Visualize stories and
words

Fossils

Schneider

Vocabulary

Experiential, knowledge,
science

High-Low

(D

ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

APPLICATION

Vernacular, "tote"

Edwards

Vocabulary

Auditory distortions

Store: Thor, God
of Thunder

Legend

Vocabulary

Speech, science, Thursday

Song: What's
Inside of Me

Concept

Vocabulary

Self-concept,
relationships

Rocks and stones

Schneider

Vocabulary

Science, relationships

Game: "I am thinking of a word"

Russell

Vocabulary

Interpretation

Game:

Russell

Vocabulary

Auditory-relationships

Shapes

Aasen

Vocabulary

Math, art, architecture

Room housekeeping

Heffernan

Follow directions

Discipline, sequence

Paper sculpture

Schwenker

Follow directions

Dexterity, creativity

Game:

Traditional

Follow directions

Self-discipline

Living things

Schneider

Follow directions

Classifications

Song: Six
Little Ducks

Wilson

Follow directions

Sequences, counting

Making kites

Schwenker

Follow directions

Experiences, science

Flying kites

Schwenk er

Experiential

Safety, science

Field trips

Heffernan

Experiential

observation

Opposites

Follow Me

!'I)
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ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

APPLICATION

Flannel board story
"Chicken Licken" Traditional

Experiential

Dramatization-sequence

Story of Plymouth

Roads

Experiential

Icicles make water

Poem: "scarecrow"

Scott

Experiential

Speech development

Sink plungers

Mayberry

Experiential

Science, discovery

Shell collection

Schneider

Experiential

Homes of animals

Poem: "Clouds in
the Sky 11

Fisher

Experiential

Observation, discovery

Dramatic play

Hildreth

Experiential

Oral interpretation

Magnets

Schneider

Gaining knowledge

Science, discovery

Balloon and
Pinwheels

Schneider

Gaining knowledge

Science, wind, air

Levers

Navarra

Gaining knowledge

A lever works for you

Balloon

Navarra

Gaining knowledge

Rockets, science

Cactus

Navarra

Gaining knowledge

Adaptation, beauty

Plot of herbs

Montessori

Gaining knowledge

Sensory

Drinking at
fountain

Woods

School discipline

Courtesy,
discipline

Flag salute

Traditional

School discipline

Social, patriotism
I\)
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SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

Game: Who's that
knocking at my
door?

Curriculum

School and
self-discipline

Social

Song:

Concept

Self-discipline

Self-concept

Song: Did you ever
see a Lassie?
Traditional

Physical fitness

Social,
self-discipline

Bird feeder

Health and
emotional factors

Science

ACTIVITY

I Am Me

Curriculum

APPLICATION

"Gay Song for Anft
Evening or Day'

Nelson

Health and emotional factors

Song: "Tastes
Differ:

Nelson

Health and
emotional factors

Exploration

Song: "Drink
Your Milk"

Nelson

Emotional
Development

Health

Music for a
Rainy Day

Nelson

Emotional
Development

Health

Song: "Taking
a Walk"

Nelson

Rhythm of locomotion

Exploration, dramatics

The Three Bears
(with music)

Nelson

Rhythm and
dramatics

Exploration

The Little Red
Hen (musical)

Nelson

Rhythm and
dramatics

Exploration
.N
I'\)

ACTIVITY

SOURCE

KIND OF READINESS

Game: Angels in
the snow

Gettman

Body coordination

Stomach roll

Gettman

Rhythm, coordination,
development

Rolling sit-ups

Gettman

Bodily coordination
and development

Toe Touch

Gettman

Flexibility and
control

Obstacle course

Gettman

Coordination, posture,
development

Jump board

Gettman

Equilibrium and
balance

song:
"The Airplane"

Nelson

Balance and
dramatics

APPLICATION
Social

Imaginative play

I\)

w
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As a check on the Chelan Kindergarten readiness program, a scale for rating the class in important aspects of
reading readiness was a vital necessity.

Because of the

rural nature of the school district and the many migrant
families, it was not practical to expect an orderly and
consistent parent-teacher conference program.

Reports were

sent out quarterly concerning the personal growth and development of the child relative to his work habits and behavior
with recommendations which might prove helpful.

These

reports were all based on the scale of rating established
by educators in the field of primary education.

One such

scale follows.
CHECK LIST FOR READINESS
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Auditory discrimination
Visual discrimination
Vocabulary
Following directions
Experiential
Gaining knowledge
School discipline
Self-discipline
Emotional factors and growth
Health factors
Rhythm
Equilibrium-balance-coordination (64)

This checklist was chosen because of its compactness
of meaning, simplicity of wording, and its specificity in
those qualities which are necessary to a good foundation
for all cultural levels.

It fulfilled those characteristics

of good readiness programs as described in Chapter I, and
gave activities of value in the child's transitional
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experiences from home to school as stated in Chapter II.
The simplicity of language enabled the trained kindergarten
teacher to establish good relations with parents by the use
of a vocabulary understandable or explainable to all parents.
Only positive evaluations were made.

These ranged

from "immature" for deficiencies, through "good" for acceptable, and "superior" for exceptional awareness or selfdiscipline.

At no time was any statement used that would

cause diminuation of esteem or standing of the child.

If

deficiencies persisted through two quarters, the teacher
recommended that the parents consult the school principal
and ask for a conference with both teacher and principal.
Any serious problems which might be attributed to
emotional handicaps were referred to a trained psychologist
after permission was given by the parents.

A physical cause

for problem behavior was referred to a school nurse, although
if the deficiency seemed to cause a speech defect, a speech
therapist was consulted.

All these brought the home and its

environment into the scope of the school and aided the educational personnel to enrich the child's transitional experience.
This chapter stated a philosophy that had the administrative backing for a realistic approach to readiness.
gave lists for testing the quality of readiness, showed
activities that helped implement the philosophy, and was

It
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followed by sources and reasons for activities.

Included

was a checklist for readiness with a short report form for
the evaluation of the child,

CHAPTER IV
THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY
I.

SUMMARY

This paper showed the characteristics of a good kindergarten program and its relationship to a specific program in
Chelan.

It was concerned with the qualities pertinent to

those which included activities and experiences that gave
balance, zest, and enrichment to most programs.

A summary

of activities was taken from the research and literature,
analyzed, and outlined according to a checklist for reading
readiness.

An activity chart was created from the literature

and then used as a basis for reports to parents.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper showed that kindergarten programs are not
as varied as thought.

There were many positive relationships

between the checklist for reading readiness and the kindergarten programs nationally and at Chelan.

The positive

relationships were auditory, visual, vocabulary, following
directions, gaining usable knowledge, health, and school and
self-discipline.
the relationships.

There were also some negative aspects of
These were in experiences, emotional

factors, rhythms, and balance.
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The results of the checklist showed that authorities
found positive relationships between reading readiness and
auditory discrimination.

Language background was of para-

mount importance (41) because the ability to speak well was
dependent on the child's auditory perception at home and at
school.
Hildreth asserted that a combination of sensory acuity
characterized the child who should learn easily and happily
at school (29).

Scott believed that auditory discrimination

was valid because it helped the child gain general acquaintance with words which are pleasant to hear.

Sherer further

stated that children should be encouraged to ask questions
and to receive

answers because this exploration of ideas

was vital to readiness growth, and a usable vocabulary is
dependent on auditory discrimination (66).
Magary found that young children had to learn effective oral language expression in order to effectively communicate through conversation and discussion.

He further stated

that to dramatize was necessary in encouraging the withdrawn
and non-aggressive ones to develop communication and selfassertion (47).
Miel found that good auditory perception was requisite
to building skills of self-direction and other reading skills

(59).

Keliher stated that in order to relate ideas and

experiences, the child should hear and see the talk written
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down on experience charts; this would increase reading comprehension as well as organization of knowledge (41).
Krippner found that the child who learned to read at
eighteen months had a listening vocabulary of a child of
seven and one-half years (44).
According to Delacato, visual discrimination had a
valid relationship, because it helped teachers and parents
to discover visual deficiencies early in the child's life
so that corrections could be made before bad habits became
established.

He inferred that as a child sees so should he

read (12).
Sherer found that the gaining of usable knowledge was
dependent on observation and examination within the range of
the child's ability to see (66).

Monroe had much to say on

the extension of knowledge and vocabulary through the use of
pictures which the child could examine (52).

Eli Bower

depended on the child's visual discrimination in making an
evaluation of the child's emotional health and behavior (5).
Delacato and Gettman both showed that eye movement
patterning was very important for the development of visual
inspection skills, and that visualization patterning led to
interpretation skills and finally to the skill of concept
formation (12,20).

Margaret Hilleret saw that children would

increase their vocabulary if they could see and sound the
first letter of a word (33).
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Vocabulary was found to have a positive relationship
to reading readiness because Monroe had introduced picture
dictionaries into the kindergarted where pictures were one
of the basic concepts for finding new words (52).

She

showed that many words verged on the abstract thinking of
the child because it helped him to form new concepts.
Krippner found that in his study of the eighteen-months-old
reader there was a strong correlation between beginning sounds
and a new vocabulary (44).

He reinforced Monroe's assertions

by showing that the child could select new definitions through
pictures.

Schwartzberg believed that vocabulary was a

challenge that brought out the best because it gave the child
an option in that he had a choice of using new words for selfexpression (63).

Sherer had declared that five-year-olds had

a tendency to be dependent on the literal sense of the word,
but were delighted to find that words had more than one
meaning and that new words could express their thoughts
meaningfully (66).
The ability to follow directions had strong backing
in its positive relationship to reading readiness.

Sherer

stated that the out-of-doors activities that developed
physical motor skills and refined motor coordinations involved
the ability to follow directions.

Playing on a jungle gym,

sliding and climbing on a slide, swinging and pumping on
swings, walking and balancing on planks, building with blocks,
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pushing and pulling wagons, and bouncing balls could all
prove hurtful or dangerous if the child could not follow
directions and rules (66).

Rhythmical activities, social-

izing games, free play, and even dramatizing could demand
the willingness to or awareness of following directions.
Helen Gillham also found that responsibility required that
the child follow directions, if only through courtesy and
understanding of others.

The disciplined mind was one that

could discriminate between self-assertion and self-correction
(21).

Schneider and Craig both found that the learning of

science and safety was more than exploration and dared not
depend on trial and error but upon following directions

( 62, 10).
The above mentioned scientists, along with Sherer,
found that the ability to follow directions was a discipline
that accompanied the gaining of usable knowledge and the
development of school and self-discipline.

These were all

positive relationships of reading readiness and were therefore necessary adjuncts to the acquisition of any usable
knowledge.

They pointed out that basic purposes for teaching

science was the development of resourcefulness and responsibleness in children.

This, too, should have been begun early

in life since survival is dependent on following directions
and developing discipline of mind and body.
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Physical health had long been a first concern of the
nation and state in that human adjustment and welfare were
dependent upon valid material.

Nutrition, body functions,

cleanliness, physical exercise, safety, community health,
and all that these implied were mentioned as vital factors in
the forming of the American Public School curricula, and this
fact was noted in some form or another by all authorities
quoted in this thesis.

Thus it was shown that the relation-

ships between reading readiness and the checklist had a
positive validity in most of the areas noted.
It was also shown that there were some negative
aspects in the relationships between reading readiness and
experiences, rhythms, emotional factors, and balance or
coordination.

Perhaps one of the reasons for lack of

correlation was because of the many differences between
children's rural or cosmopolitan backgrounds.

The Nebraska

curriculum and program and the Denver plan were two extremes
in this area of program evaluation (39,7).
Another area of negative correlation seemed to be in
that of rhythms.

The literature supported the fact that

kindergarten teachers need more information or teaching aids,
not only because of crowded classrooms or the diversity of
backgrounds, but more often because of the teacher's own
limitations.

Musicians and educators (43,46) declared that

there was a strong correlation between rhythms, dances, drama,
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the graphic arts, and other means of creative expressions,
so that it was reasonable to believe that the kindergarten
teacher would be limited in this area.

It was further

declared (43) that much research needed to be done in that
area.
Another important field of negative correlation was
that of emotional factors and growth.

Dunn, Bower, and

Klein all had conflicting ways of defining the emotionally
handicapped child, thus leaving this as a difficult and
broad area for the research by the specialists (14,5,42).
Balance, equilibrium, and coordination were not of
too conflicting a nature to show good relationship, but some
authorities failed to mention any association between good
physical balance and reading readiness.

Some assured that

exercises of balance and coordination were "relaxing
activities," but Gettman stated that development of muscular
balance and coordination would provide the child with a sound
and useful body, train his eyes to see better, and that the
inter-relationship of body sides would help him to develop
better writing skills (20).

Delacato had pointed out that

reading is also dependent on eye movements and eye-hand
coordinations (12).

Some professors in the field of educa-

tion (46,50,64,51) also taught that coordination and balance
were very important in the maturity of the child and his
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readiness to approach reading.

It appeared that this, too,

would be a great field for further research.
Much was learned about the kindergarten programs in
this study, a great deal on the positive side, but it was
shown that much more research would have to be done in the
negative areas before kindergarten programs could be considered fully valid and co~plete.
The bibliography provided studies which formulated a
philosophy of research and gave environmental atmosphere
conducive to an orderly development of the problem and a
valid conclusion to the study.
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